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HEMOWELDs are designed to produce sterile
seals on standard PVC tubing normally used in
conjunction with blood bags.
You can download full specifications and the Technical Data Sheet
from our website www.delcon.it
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Portable tube sealer battery powered
Lightweight, about 1 kg
Powerful, 500 sealing procedures
Certified to work with needle still connected to the patient
Supplied with a shoulder bag

HEMOWELD-B is supplied together with a comfortable shoulder bag. It is portable and equipped with a
powerful rechargeable battery pack.
It can be used to seal most of standard tubing available on the market. It is easy to use and to clean and
thanks to its low power consumption it permits more then 500 procedures with fully charged battery.
Each seal appears with a central line to facilitate the snap-apart separation of the two parts.
An anti-spark and overheat protection systems to avoid damage to the system and tubing it is included
as standard. A beep and LED signals indicate the presence of sparks while sealing, dirty electrodes or
low battery. The sealer is certified as CF Class for the Electrical Safety Standards and it can be used with
patient/donor still connected to the needle.

ORDERING INFORMATION

OPTIONAL ACCESSORY

HWELD-B.DB.00

HWELDB.DB.30

HEMOWELD-B kit including RF Generator, bat-

External battery charger 100-240V for

tery charger, shoulder bag, spare coaxial cable

Hemoweld-B

Automatic bench top sealer for PVC tubing
For heavy duty job
Automatic clamp
Self adjusting RF energy
Optional handle for best flexibility of use

This sealer is designed for bench use and for heavy duty job. The sealing clamp automatically closes
once the tube is inserted and the seal is done in about 1.5 seconds. The protection cap of the clamp
is easy to remove and it is washable. HEMOWELD-T can be used to seal most of standard PVC tubing
available on the market.
It is easy to use and to clean and it has a high working capacity. Each seal appears with a central line to
facilitate the snap-apart separation of the two parts: sterility of internal blood components is maintained as well. An anti-spark and overheat protection systems to avoid damage to the system and tubing
it is included as standard.
A beep and LED signals indicate the presence of sparks while sealing, dirty electrodes or system over
heating. A separate handle is available as an option to improve the flexibility of work.

ORDERING INFORMATION

OPTIONAL ACCESSORY

HWELD-T.DB.00

SEAL-HAND1

Bench tube sealer

Standard sealing handle equipped with two
coaxial cables

Automatic bench sealer for segments preparation
System with four clamps
Each clamp can be enabled or disabled
Four segments prepared in few seconds
Self adjusting RF energy
Optional handle for best flexibility of use
HEMOWELD- MC is designed to rapidly prepare up to four segments of PVC tubing. Each segment has
a standard length of 75 mm, enough to include any printed code with sufficient volume to perform any
testing. The tubing is loaded inside a moving carousel and once correctly in place the sealing process
starts automatically in sequence. The whole cycle with all four clamps enabled lasts about 7 seconds.
The Operator can chose to use all four clamps or only some at his choice by a programming key. The
protection cover of the clamps is easy to remove and it is washable.
HEMOWELD-MC can be used to seal most of standard PVC tubing available on the market. The sealer is
easy to use and to clean and it has a high working capacity. Each seal appears with a central line to facilitate the snap-apart separation of the two parts: sterility of internal blood components is maintained
as well.
An anti-spark and overheat protection systems to avoid damage to the system and tubing it is included
as standard. A beep and LED signals indicate the presence of sparks while sealing, electrodes dirty or
system over heating. A separate handgun is available as an option to improve the flexibility of work.

ORDERING INFORMATION

OPTIONAL ACCESSORY

HWELD-MC.DB.00

SEAL-HAND1

Bench sealer for segments preparation

Standard sealing handle equipped with
two coaxial cables
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Delcon reserves the right to modify, add, and remove the functional and visual features
of the devices, at its sole discretion, at any time, and without prior notice
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